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Retail Industry Developments —

1997/98

Industry and Economic Developments
Executive Summary
• The retail industry is expected to have a profitable 1997, thus revers
ing the bad fortunes of the last several years. Sound economic funda
mentals suggest that industry profitability will continue into 1998.
• Despite the current positive outlook for the industry in general,
some retailers face challenges from price conscious consumers, high
consumer-debt loads, excess selling space, and a possible loss of
Asian and Pacific Rim customers.
• Online commerce continues to grow and presents new challenges
to auditors, particularly in the areas of evidential matter and inter
nal control.
What are the current economic and industry conditions facing
retailers this year?
The U.S. economic expansion continues with employment grow
ing, incomes rising, inflation holding steady, and consumer con
fidence levels near historic highs. The strength of these economic
fundamentals will lead many segments of the retail industry to a
profitable 1997, thus reversing the trend of the last several years.
These economic indicators appear sound enough to suggest that
profitability is likely to continue into 1998.
As exemplified by the back-to-school shopping season, which is
second only to Christmas in its importance to retail results, con
sumer spending has been brisk through much of the year. Late
summer sales were substantial, increasing by almost 5 percent
over last year. For the month of October 1997, personal income
rose by .5 percent to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $5.58
trillion, with consumer spending m atching that percentage in
crease. For each of the prior twelve consecutive months, personal
incomes increased as well, with spending keeping pace. Industry
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analysts and trade associations expect the buying spree to
continue through year-end, and thus are predicting a healthy
Christmas selling season. General merchandise, apparel, and fur
nishings (GAF) sales are expected to exceed $160 billion, a 4 per
cent increase over 1996. And because all sections of the country
have benefitted from current economic conditions, the increase
in holidays sales is expected throughout the country.
The current economic turmoil in the Asian and Pacific Rim re
gions will likely have a positive impact on a number of segments
of the retail industry. For example, department store chains will
import goods at a much lower cost — some predict declines of 30
to 33 percent — thus driving up profits. A portion of those cost
savings w ill be passed on to consumers, thus generating addi
tional sales activity. However, retailers with a significant customer
base in those markets will experience a negative impact.
Nevertheless, despite the overall positive environment, retailers
will be faced with various challenges. For example:
• Though consumer confidence is high, shoppers have be
come increasingly price conscious. In response, m any
retailers have had to resort to frequent promotional dis
counting, which has had a negative impact on gross mar
gins. To further complicate matters, retailers have found
that price increases are difficult, sometimes impossible, to
pass along to consumers. Given the highly competitive en
vironment of the retail industry, smaller, undercapitalized
entities may be unable to survive under these conditions.
Auditors should identify conditions and events, such as
these, and consider whether, when taken in the aggregate,
they indicate that there could be substantial doubt about a
retailer’s ability to continue as a going concern for a rea
sonable period of time. Statement on Auditing Standards
(SAS) No. 59, T he A u d ito r’s C on sid era tion o f a n E n tity’s
A bility to C ontinue as a G oing C oncern (AICPA, P rofessional
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 341) provides guidance to audi
tors on this issue. Auditors should also consider the im pli
cations of narrow margins and competitive pricing on the
risk of client fraud. For example, if, in this situation man
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agement is under pressure to achieve an unrealistic earnings
target, this could suggest an increased risk of misstatement
arising from fraudulent financial reporting. The issue of
client fraud is discussed in SAS No. 82, C onsideration o f
F raud in a F in a n cial S tatem ent A udit (AICPA, P rofessional
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 316) See the “Client Fraud” sec
tion of this Audit Risk Alert for further discussion of this
matter. In addition, accounting estimates, which are inher
ently subjective in nature and as such susceptible to manip
ulation, m ay be an area of increased audit risk under the
conditions described above. Auditors should therefore care
fully scrutinize the significant accounting estimates used by
retailers, such as estimated amounts of future sales returns
(See the section entitled “Revenue Recognition W hen
Right of Return Exists” in this Audit Risk Alert) and inven
tory valuation allowances (See the section entitled “M er
chandise Inventory” in this Audit Risk Alert). SAS No. 57,
A u d itin g A ccou n tin g E stim ates (AICPA, P rofession a l S tan
dards, vol. 1, AU sec. 342) provides guidance in this area.
• Another area of concern relates to consumer-debt loads,
which are approaching all-time highs. Consumers may be
more likely to allocate their limited resources to pay down
debt rather than to m aking new purchases. Some con
sumers have been so heavily burdened by increasing
installment debt that they have resorted to personal bank
ruptcy filings, which continue to increase at a steady rate.
In addition, rising delinquency rates are causing some
lenders to tighten credit. Auditors should consider these
factors when assessing such things as the collectibility of re
tail credit sales. See the section entitled “Revenue and Pur
chasing Cycles” in this Audit Risk Alert.
• The industry still faces the long-term trend of having too
many stores. The ratio of total selling space in the United
States to the total population is well above that of other in
dustrial countries and continues to expand although at a
much slower pace than in the early 1990s. This raises the
likelihood of increased store closings. In such circum 
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stances, auditors should consider whether management has
established appropriate reserves for store closings once such
a decision has been made. Reserves should include items
such as losses on the disposal of inventory, settlements re
lating to leasing arrangements, severance pay and related
employee benefits, and unamortized leasehold balances.
A rapidly emerging trend to be considered by auditors of retail
entities is that of online commerce. Although retail sales are gen
erally consummated through store operations, electronically con
ducted sales transactions are becoming more prevalent as the
necessary technology becomes available to both retailers and con
sumers. The consensus among industry observers is that the al
lure of so-called online commerce will, in the foreseeable future,
become overwhelming because, on the Internet, no store ever
closes, and no location is isolated from the rest of the planet. Sales
transactions consummated through electronic means, such as the
Internet, will present unique challenges to the auditor, particu
larly in the areas of internal control and evidential matter. In
recognition of this trend the AICPA’s Auditing Standards Board
(ASB) has issued SAS No. 80, A m endm ent to SAS No. 3 1 , Eviden
tial Matter (AICPA, P rofessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 326),
which provides guidance to auditors relating to electronic infor
mation and the testing of related controls. See the “Electronic Ev
idence” section of this Audit Risk Alert for further discussion.

Audit Issues and Developments
Client Fraud
Executive Summary
• Auditors should maintain an attitude of professional skepticism to
ward the commission of fraud even when internal or external factors,
on the surface, may suggest otherwise.
• Auditors should be familiar with the requirements of the new fraud
Standard, SAS No. 82, Consideration o f Fraud in a Financial State
m ent Audit, which provides, among other things, that auditors
specifically assess the risk of material misstatement due to fraud in
every audit.
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• To assist in the understanding and implementation of the new SAS,
the AICPA has published Considering Fraud in a Financial Statement
Audit: Practical Guidance fo r Applying SAS No. 82; created a continu
ing professional education course, Consideration o f Fraud in a Finan
cial Statement Audit: The Auditor’s Responsibilities Under the New SAS,
and made additional information available at the AICPA Web Page,
http://www.aicpa.org.
Is client fraud still a problem in times of economic prosperity?
What are the auditor's responsibilities to detect fraud under
the new auditing standard?
W hile there may be a greater likelihood for the existence of pres
sures or incentives to commit fraud during recessionary periods,
auditors should not become complacent by accepting the notion
that little or no fraud will be perpetrated during periods of rela
tive economic prosperity. Fraudulent acts can be and are commit
ted in m any different settings — for m any different reasons.
Auditors should not assess the risk of material misstatement due
to fraud on the basis of preconceived notions, but rather on an
individual assessment of risk factors unique to a given client. By
way of example, assume that it has been widely reported that in
vestment analysts have predicted an annual average gross profit
margin of 5 percent for a particular segment of the retail industry.
Further assume that a retail entity is, by its own historical mea
sure, performing quite well, but below those forecasted expecta
tions. As a result, that entity’s management may feel pressure to
materially misstate its financial statements to keep pace with in
dustry averages. This is just one example that demonstrates the
importance of the auditor m aintaining an attitude of professional
skepticism concerning the commission of fraud even when inter
nal conditions (such as upward trends in the entity’s key financial
ratios) or external conditions (such as overall economic prosper
ity) may, on the surface, suggest otherwise. Auditors should also
note that, along with client bankruptcy, fraud is one of the more
common reasons for litigation against auditors.
For audits of financial statements for periods ending on or after
December 15, 1997, auditors should comply with the guidance
set forth under SAS No. 82, C onsideration o f F raud in a F inan
c ia l S tatem en t A udit (AICPA, P rofession al Standards, vol. 1, AU
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sec. 316). issued in February 1997 by the A uditing Standards
Board (ASB), the new Standard supersedes SAS No. 53, The Au
d ito rs R esponsibility to D etect a n d R eport Errors a n d Irregu larities
in a F in a n cia l S ta tem en t A udit (AICPA, P rofession a l Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 316A)1 and amends SAS No. 47, A udit Risk a n d
M a teria lity in C o n d u ctin g an A udit (AICPA, P rofession a l S tan
dards, vol. 1, AU sec. 312). It also amends SAS No. 1, C odifica
tio n o f A u d itin g S tandards a n d P roced u res, R esp on sib ilities a n d
F u nctions o f th e In d ep en d en t A uditor (AICPA, P rofession al Stan
dards, vol. 1, AU sec. 110) and D u e C are in th e P erfo rm a n ce o f
Work (AICPA, P rofessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 230).
Specifically, the new Standard —
• Describes two types of misstatements that are relevant to
the auditor’s consideration in a financial statement audit:
misstatements arising from fraudulent financial reporting;
and misstatements arising from misappropriation of assets.
• Requires the auditor to specifically assess the risk of mater
ial misstatement due to fraud on every audit and provides
categories of fraud risk factors that the auditor should con
sider in m aking that assessment. It provides examples of
fraud risk factors that, when present, m ight indicate the
presence of fraud.
• Offers guidance on how the auditor may respond to the re
sults of the assessment.
• Reaffirms the requirement that the auditor communicate
known instances of fraud to an appropriate level of man
agement and the audit committee and, under certain cir
cumstances, appropriate regulators.2
• Provides guidance on the evaluation of test results as they
relate to the risk of material misstatements due to fraud.
1. A comparison o f the requirements o f SAS No. 53 with those of SAS No. 82 is pre
sented in appendix A o f the Audit Risk Alert — 1997/98.
2. See appendix B o f the Audit Risk A lert — 1997/98 for the relevant excerpt from the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act o f 1995 — Auditor Disclosure o f Corpo
rate Fraud.
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• Requires the auditor to document evidence of the perfor
mance of the assessment including risk factors identified as
present and the auditor’s response thereto.
In an effort to assist auditors in the understanding and implemen
tation of SAS No. 82, the AICPA has undertaken the following:
• Issued C on sid erin g F raud in a F in a n cia l S ta tem en t A udit:
P ra ctica l G u id an ce f o r A pplying SAS No. 82 (product no.
008883SM ). This AICPA publication provides nonauthor
itative guidance to practitioners on considering fraud in
financial statement audits. This publication provides imple
mentation guidance, industry-specific risk factors (along
with suggested audit responses) and various practice aids
(audit procedures, sample workpaper documentation, and
engagement and representation letters). Additionally, the
AICPA publishes a pamphlet designed to explain the re
quirements of SAS No. 82 to audit clients titled The A udi
to r 's R esponsibility f o r D etectin g F raud (product no. 06067).
• Created a continuing professional education course, C on
sideration o f F raud in a F in a n cial S tatem en t A udit: The Au
d ito r 's R esponsibilities U nder th e N ew SAS. This course has
been published and is available in both seminar and selfstudy versions. A CD-ROM version will be available soon.
• Developed a speech outline of SAS No. 82, along with a
comparison of SAS No. 82 and SAS No. 53 and details on
upcoming conferences on the new SAS. These are available
on the AICPA Web Page, http://www.aicpa.org.

Merchandise Inventory
What are some o f the significant issues auditors can expect to
encounter in the area o f merchandise inventory?
Merchandise inventory is generally the most significant current
asset on the balance sheet of a retailing enterprise. Given the cur
rent industry and economic environm ent, auditors should be
alert to the potential for a high level of audit risk associated with
this area. As previously discussed, some retail entities may be con
fronted with problems such as narrow profit margins, and intense
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competition. These conditions may increase the likelihood that
management will adopt overly aggressive positions in accounting
for particular inventory transactions. For example, the failure to
adequately assess inventory obsolescence m ight be used as a
means of overstating ending inventory in order to inflate solvency
ratios. Accordingly, when auditing inventory in these circum 
stances, auditors should adopt an approach of heightened profes
sional skepticism.
Audit risk relating to merchandise inventory generally involves is
sues such as the following:
• The p r o p er c u t o ff o f sales a n d p u rch a se transactions. Transac
tions occurring near year-end should be examined to
ensure that they are recorded in the period in which the re
lated revenue has been earned or the expense has been in
curred. Procedures that may be performed by the auditor to
assess the proper cutoff of sales and purchase transactions
pursuant to the completeness assertion of SAS No. 31, Evi
d en tia l M a tter (AICPA, P rofessional Standards, vol. 1, AU
sec. 326.03) could include the observation of physical in
ventory counts, analytical procedures comparing the rela
tionship of inventory balances to recent purchasing and
sales activities, along with testing the clients cutoff proce
dures for shipping, receiving, sales, sales returns, purchases,
and purchase returns.
• In ven tory valuation. Current industry and economic condi
tions suggest that for some retail entities there may be an in
creased significance in assessing the net realizable value of
inventory; the proper application of inventory cost flow
assumptions; and the consideration of obsolescence, shrink
age, and changes in demand on inventory valuation. Proce
dures that m ay be performed by the auditor to assess the
valuation of the client’s merchandise inventory pursuant to
the valuation assertion of SAS No. 31, E vid en tia l M a tter
(AICPA, P rofession a l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 326.03),
might include examining paid vendors’ invoices and current
market value quotations, assessing inventory obsolescence
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by analyzing inventory turnover, comparisons with indus
try experience and trends, and for highly specialized mer
chandise (for example, jewels) the guidance set forth in
SAS No. 73, U sing th e Work o f a S pecialist (AICPA, P rofes
sion a l Standards, AU sec. 336), should be considered.
• In v en to ry ow nership. Failure to determine ownership can
result in the overstatement of inventory through, for exam
ple, improper sales or purchase cutoff, incorrect assessment
of when title passes in sales or purchase transactions (FOB
shipping point or FOB destination). Procedures that may
be performed by the auditor to assess whether the inven
tory balance shown on the client’s balance sheet is actually
owned by the client pursuant to the rights and obligations
assertion of SAS No. 31, E vidential M a tter (AICPA, P rofes
sio n a l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 326.03), m ight include
observing physical inventory counts, obtaining confirma
tion of inventories at locations outside the entity, testing
cutoff procedures relating to sales, sales returns, purchases,
and purchase returns, as well as examining paid vendors’
invoices, shipping terms, consignment agreements, and
bill and hold arrangements.
• The p h ysica l existence o f m ercha n dise inventory. A key audit
objective is to establish the existence of inventory. Pro
cedures that m ay be performed by the auditor to make
this assessment pursuant to the existence assertion of SAS
No. 31, E vid en tia l M atter, m ight include observation of
the client’s physical inventory count, obtaining confirma
tion of inventories at locations outside the entity, along
with the testing of inventory transactions between a prelim
inary physical inventory date and the balance sheet date.

The Year 2000 (Y2K) Issue
Executive Summary
• Unless corrective actions are taken, the year 2000 may cause ac
counting and financial information systems to produce inaccurate
date related output.
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• The Audit Issues Task Force has issued guidance on the auditor’s re
sponsibility to detect year 2000 issues; audit planning considera
tions; and the circumstances under which year 2000 issues may
constitute reportable conditions.
• Auditors may wish to include references to the year 2000 issue in
their engagement and management letters.
• Auditors should consider client accounting for the year 2000 issues
pursuant to such pronouncements as EITF Issue No. 96-14; SOPs
81-1, 91-1, and 94-6; ARB 43; and FASB Statement Nos. 3, 48,
86, and 121. For publicly held entities, SEC rules and regulations
should be considered.
• Auditors should be alert to the litigation threats that may arise from
the year 2000 issue.
How will the arrival of the year 2000 affect your audit client's
accounting and financial information systems? What issues
need to be addressed this year?
The majority of computer programs in use today have been de
signed to store dates in the dd/mm/yy (date/month/year) format,
thus allowing only two digits for each date component. For ex
ample, the date December 31, 1997, is stored in most computers
as 12/31/97. Inherent in programming for dates in this manner is
the assumption that the designation “97” refers to the year 1997.
Initially developed as a cost-saving technique, this long-standing
practice of using two-digit year input fields will cause many com
puters to treat the entry “00” as 1900.Therefore, such programs
will recognize the date January 1, 2000 (01/01/00) as January 1,
1900! Unless rem edied, significant problems relating to the
integrity of all information based on time will then arise. Inven
tory-control systems might treat new items as obsolete, receivables
m ay be erroneously identified as past due, interest calculations
will be incorrect, paid-up insurance policies may be considered
expired, and computerized equipm ent-m aintenance schedules
will be adversely affected, as will expiration dates for credit cards
and periodical subscriptions and so on. To further complicate the
issue, even if an entity’s computer software and hardware have
been modified to resolve the problem, the entity m ay be affected
by the computer systems of customers, vendors, or third-party
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data-processing services that have made no such modifications.
In one current situation, a major credit card issuer had to recall its
cards when expiration dates for the year 2000 and beyond were
rejected by retailers’ systems. The cost of modifying systems to
correctly accept the “00” entry as the year 2000 approaches is ex
pected to be very significant. Preliminary estimates indicate that
worldwide costs could total hundreds of billions of dollars over
the next several years.
How widespread is the problem? It is currently estimated that less
than 35 percent of North American businesses have addressed
this issue in any substantive manner. Europe may be even further
behind, with less than 10 percent of organizations actively seek
ing solutions. In a survey of over 1,000 domestic retailers, the
National Retail Federation, an industry trade group, found that
only 24 percent of those surveyed had addressed the impact of
the year 2000 on their merchandising, inventory, accounting and
other financial information systems. The study concluded that
retailers were woefully unprepared for the changes necessary, with
many not even having formulated a plan of action. Accordingly,
auditors should be alert to the possibility that this problem may
be particularly acute with respect to their retail audit clients.
W hat are the auditor’s responsibilities in this area? The AICPA’s
Audit Issues Task Force (AITF) of the ASB has issued a series of
Interpretations of the A uditing Standards to explain just that.
The Interpretations address whether the auditor o f financial
statements have a responsibility to detect the year 2000 issue;
how the year 2000 issue affects the planning for an audit of
financial statem ents; and under what circumstances the year
2000 issue is a reportable condition (more detailed information
relating to these interpretations can be found at the AICPA web
site http://www.aicpa.org). Even in situations in which, in the au
ditor’s judgment, the year 2000 issue is not a reportable condi
tion (and even when the effects of the problem have not been
detected), auditors are encouraged to discuss the issue with their
audit clients.
SAS No. 83, E stablishing an U n d ersta n d in g W ith th e C lien t
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 310), requires audi-
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tors to obtain an understanding with the client regarding the ser
vice to be performed, including the objectives and limitations of
an audit of financial statements (see the New Auditing and Attes
tation Pronouncements section of this Alert). Auditors may wish
to specifically address the year 2000 issue in connection with ob
taining that understanding and m ay consider adding language
such as the following to their engagement letter:
Because many computerized systems use only two digits to
record the year in date fields (for example, the year 1998 is
recorded as 98), such systems may not be able to accurately
process dates ending in the year 2000 and after. The effects of
this issue will vary from system to system and may adversely af
fect an entity’s operations as well as its ability to prepare finan
cial statements.
An audit of financial statements conducted in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards is not designed to detect
whether the entity’s systems are year-2000-compliant. Further,
we have no responsibility with regard to the Company’s efforts
to make its information systems year-2000-compliant. These are
responsibilities of the Company’s management. However, we
may choose to communicate matters that come to our attention
relating to the year 2000 issue for the benefit of management.
The auditor also may wish to consider whether year-2000-related
problems should be highlighted in his or her management com
ment letters. Through inquiries of client personnel, the auditor
m ay obtain information regarding the client’s understanding of
the year 2000 issue and, if applicable, the progress of its year
2000 compliance efforts. The auditor may wish to communicate
to senior m anagement and the audit committee the results of
such inquiries and any observations regarding the year 2000.
However, auditors should be cautious in these communications
not to im ply an assumption of assuring year 2000 compliance.
Illustrative language that auditors may want to add to their man
agement letters regarding the year 2000 issue can be found in
A udit Risk A lert — 1997/98.
Depending on the company’s reliance on date-dependent pro
cessing and the state of preparedness for the year 2000, the audi
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tor also may want to address certain other situations relating to
the year 2000 issue in his or her m anagement letter. Some of
these situations may be —
• The client has not begun to address the year 2000 issue.
• The client recognizes the issue but needs to develop a year
2000 compliance program.
• The client recognizes the issue but needs to assess the effect
of the year 2000 issue on its systems.
• The client needs to consider the budget and resource im 
plications of the plan.
• The client is not currently meeting its year 2000 compli
ance project’s timetables.
• The client purchases software from vendors and believes
the year 2000 issue does not affect it.
Auditors should consider whether costs associated w ith their
clients’ modifications of computer systems pursuant to the year
2000 issue have been properly accounted for. The Financial Ac
counting Standards Board’s (FASB) Emerging Issues Task Force
(EITF) has considered this matter in EITF Issue No. 96-14, Ac
co u n tin g f o r th e Costs A ssociated w ith M o d ifyin g C om puter S oftw are
f o r th e Year 2000. This issue addresses accounting for the external
and internal costs specifically associated with the modification of
internal-use computer software for the year 2000. The issue does
not address purchases of hardware or software that replace exist
ing software that is not year-2000-compliant, nor does it address
impairment or amortization issues relating to existing assets. The
task force reached a consensus that external and internal costs
specifically associated with m odifying internal-use software for
the year 2000 should be charged to expense as incurred. Securi
ties and Exchange Commission (SEC) staff has agreed with the
EITF consensus.
In some circumstances, the year 2000 issue m ay render certain
client assets (such as computer hardware and software) obsolete or
inoperable. Accordingly, auditors may wish to consider whether
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the client has properly accounted for such events by appropriately
adjusting useful lives, residual values or both, or recognizing im 
pairment losses pursuant to the guidelines set forth under FASB
Statement No. 121, A ccounting f o r th e Im p a irm en t o f L ong-L ived
Assets a n d f o r L ong-L ived Assets to B e D isposed of (FASB, C urrent
Text, vol. 1, sec. I08).
Other issues to be considered include the following:
• The year 2000 issue m ay create product w arranty and
product defect liability and product returns issues for soft
ware and hardware vendors. These vendors should con
sider FASB Statement No. 5, A ccou n tin g f o r C on tin gen cies
(FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. C59), paragraphs 24—26 if
there are product warranty or product defect liability issues
and FASB Statement No. 48, R even u e R eco gn itio n W hen
R ight o f R eturn Exists (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. R75),
for the product returns issue.
• FASB Statement No. 86, A ccountin g f o r th e Costs o f C om 
p u te r S oftw a re to B e Sold, Leased, o r O th erw ise M ark eted
(FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. Co2), is the authoritative
Standard on accounting for costs incurred to produce or
purchase software that is to be sold, leased, or otherwise
m arketed. O nly certain costs qualify for capitalization
under this Standard. Most are classified as intangible as
sets, but some qualify as inventory costs. In accordance
with the guidance in that Statement, a write-down or an
acceleration of amortization may be necessary if estimated
future gross sales are lower than expected because of the
year 2000 issue.
• Inventories of storage m edia (such as disks) that are not
year-2000-compliant would be subject to the lower of cost
or market test described in Accounting Research Bulletin
(ARB) 43, R estatem ent a n d R evision o f A ccou n tin g R esearch
Bulletins, chapter 4, paragraph 8.
• In addition to the disclosure requirements under the pro
nouncements mentioned in the preceding section, practi
tioners should be aware of the requirements of SOP 94-6,
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D isclosure o f C ertain S ign ifica n t Risks a n d U ncertainties. Al
though the need for disclosure by an entity depends on
facts and circum stances, disclosure m ay be required in
such areas as im pairm ent or am ortization of capitalized
software costs, inventory valuation, long-term-contract ac
counting, or litigation. In addition, SAS No. 59, The A udi
t o r ’s C on sid era tion o f a n E ntity’s A bility to C on tin u e as a
G oing C oncern (AICPA, P rofessional Standards, vol. 1, AU
sec. 341) discusses the disclosure requirements when there
are going concern issues. However, generally accepted ac
counting principles (GAAP) do not require disclosure of
the costs to make systems year-2000-compliant.
Auditors of publicly held companies should consider the SEC’s dis
closure requirements. In August 1997, the SEC staff issued a
revised speech outline, titled C urrent F inancial R eporting a n d Dis
closure Issues a n d R ulem aking P rojects o f the D ivision o f C orporation
Finance. Although not authoritative, staff speeches provide valu
able insight into the SEC staff’s thinking on a particular matter
and their approach toward resolving registrant issues. The SEC
Web site, www.sec.gov, contains the complete text of staff speeches.
Additionally, in October, SEC staff formalized its position on this
issue in Staff Legal Bulletin No. 5. The Bulletin indicates that the
SEC believes that the year 2000 issue must be addressed in the
management discussion and analysis section of the 10-Q and 10-K
if it is material. According to the Bulletin, companies must disclose
if either the cost of addressing the issue, or the cost of a failure to
address the issue in a complete and timely manner is likely to have
a material financial impact on the company.
Auditors should also be aware of the potential legal threat relating
to year 2000 issues. Some litigation consultants have indicated
that lawsuits against corporate officers, directors, and others will
begin before the year 2000 over their failure to recognize and rem
edy the problem. Some clients m ay be ignorant as to these mat
ters. Others may underestimate the magnitude of the problem.
Those who mistakenly believe that these problems should be ad
dressed and resolved as part of the audit process are most likely to
seek legal recourse if that outcome is not achieved. In addition,
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auditors may wish to educate their clients on this new challenge
and its implications. Auditors may wish to incorporate these is
sues in the engagement letter by outlining the responsibilities of
the both the client and the auditor. Thus, auditors advising the
client and planning ahead may deter any potential dispute with
the client while at the same time offering the opportunity of help
ing their clients understand the seriousness of the problem and
identifying resources that may be needed to address the issues.
Additional information relating to the year 2000 issue is available
on the Internet at the following Web sites:
• Year 2000 home page — http://www.year2000.com
• Year 2000 Technical Audit Center page of AuditServe —
http://www.auditserve.com
• AuditNet Year 2000 Resources for Auditors — http://users.
aol.com/auditnet/y2kaudit.htm
• AICPA Web site — http://www.aicpa.org (An AICPA pub
lication detailing the specific Y2K issues of concern to the
profession is available at this site.)

Revenue and Purchasing Cycles
What are some o f the significant issues auditors can
expect to encounter with regard to a retailer’s revenue
and purchasing cycles?
A ccou n ts R eceiva b le. A retailer’s accounts receivable may include,
among other items, customer accounts, installm ent or layaway
plans, as well as amounts due from third-party charge companies
that are not included in cash. Some of the major issues facing the
auditor in this area include the collectibility of the account bal
ance, the validity of receivables, along with evaluating the client’s
procedures for safeguarding cash receipts, and the collections of
accounts receivable.
Given the rising level of consumer debt loads, there m ay be a
higher level of audit risk associated with credit sales this year. In
addition, in order to address the problems of a diminishing cus
tomer base brought on by intense competition, the potential ex
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ists for management to relax restrictions on granting credit to the
point where collectibility m ay be called into question. Accord
ingly, auditors should consider the clients procedures for granting
credit to new customers as well as authorizing credit for estab
lished customers. This should also factor into the auditor’s evalua
tion of the adequacy of the allowance for doubtful accounts.
In the current environment, auditors should be alert to the poten
tial for the overstatement of assets, such as accounts receivable.
Given the inordinately high level of selling space (that is, too many
stores) and the resulting likelihood of business failures, lenders, in
an effort to protect their investments, m ay establish restrictive
loan covenant provisions specifying minimum levels of liquidity to
be maintained by retail debtors. As such, auditors should be alert
to the potential manipulation of solvency ratios through the over
statement of current assets such as accounts receivable.
Procedures that may be performed by the auditor to assess the va
lidity of accounts receivable include various analytical reviews
and, principally, direct confirm ation by the auditor w ith cus
tomers. In this regard, auditors may wish to refer to the AICPA
publication, Auditing Procedure Study (APS), C on firm a tion o f
A ccounts R eceivable, (product no. 021064). This APS discusses the
relationship of financial statement assertions to accounts receiv
able audit objectives and how those objectives may be achieved by
using confirmations. The APS illustrates and discusses four differ
ent kinds of confirmation forms (positive, negative, blank, and
expanded-field forms) and presents guidance on selecting an ap
propriate confirmation form for various client situations. Finally,
the APS identifies practical suggestions for improving the quality
and quantity of accounts receivable confirmation responses. The
APS includes SAS No. 67, The C onfirm ation Process (AICPA, P ro
fessio n a l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 330).
Sales. Auditors should be alert to an increased level of audit risk
for those retail entities with declining sales revenues. Auditors
may wish to place special emphasis on evaluating the adequacy of
client procedures relating to the proper cutoff of sales, returns
and allowances, and shipping. Auditors may wish to pay particu
lar attention to specialized credit transactions, large, end-of-year
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transactions including consignment and bill-and-hold arrange
ments. Management must be in a position to establish that the
earnings process is complete before revenue related to these trans
actions can be recognized.
A dditionally, in connection w ith credit sales, auditors should
assess management’s consideration of FASB Statement No. 105,
D isclosure o f In fo rm a tio n a b o u t F in a n cia l In stru m en ts w ith O ffB alance-S heet Risk a n d F in a n cial Instrum ents w ith C oncentrations
o f C redit Risk (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. F25), which re
quires the disclosure of information about significant concentra
tions of credit risk.
A ccou n ts P ayable. Retailers typically have a significant number
of vendors to whom they are liable for merchandise and expense
items. Accounts payable is generally the most significant current
liability on the retailer’s balance sheet. Given the narrow margins
under which m any retailers operate, auditors should be alert to
the potential for the understatement of liabilities and the related
expense. To accomplish specified audit objectives, auditors may
wish to utilize procedures such as the following:
• Analytical procedures3 to test the reasonableness of payables
• Search for unrecorded liabilities
• Reviews of cutoff procedures relating to purchases and pur
chase returns
• Direct confirmation with vendors (in certain extreme cir
cumstances)

Electronic Evidence
Is there any guidance to assist auditors in following the
“paperless” audit trail?
Because of such issues as the continuing expansion of Internet com
merce, the ubiquitous computer storing and processing accounting
3. SAS No. 36, Analytical Procedures (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 329)
provides guidance in this area.
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and other financial data, Electronic Data Interchange, Image Pro
cessing systems, and the year 2000 issue, auditors are increasingly
confronted with evaluating evidential matter that may exist only
in an electronic format. In these situations, traditional source
documents, such as purchase orders, invoices and checks issued,
have been replaced by electronic communications between the
audit client and its customers or vendors.
SAS No. 80, A m endm ent to SAS No. 31, Evidential Matter (AICPA,
P rofessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 326), which was issued in
December 1996 and became effective for engagements beginning
on or after January 1, 1997, provides guidance to auditors who
have been engaged to audit the financial statements of an entity
that transmits, processes, maintains, or accesses significant infor
mation electronically.
W hen audit evidence exists only in electronic form the SAS pro
vides that —
• Consideration should be given to when electronic infor
mation will be available in determining the nature, timing,
and extent of substantive audit procedures because elec
tronic evidence that is not maintained or “backed up” may
be irretrievable after a certain period of time.
• Sole reliance upon substantive procedures to reduce detec
tion risk to an acceptable level m ay not be possible in
certain situations where significant information is trans
mitted, processed, maintained, or accessed electronically.
Accordingly, perform ing tests of controls to obtain evi
dence when assessing control risk is appropriate.
A common misconception associated with SAS No. 80 is that it
requires auditors to perform tests of controls for computer sys
tems that handle material transactions. This is not a requirement
of the SAS, but rather, a matter left to the auditor’s professional
judgm ent. SAS No. 80 does indicate that in certain circum 
stances, where evidential matter exists in electronic form, the au
ditor may determine that it would not be practical or possible to
reduce detection risk to an acceptable level by performing only
substantive tests. SAS No. 80 provides that in such circumstances,
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the auditor should perform tests of controls to support an assessed
level of control risk below the maximum for affected assertions.
The AICPA Auditing Procedure Study (APS), The In form a tion
T echnology Age: E vid en tia l M a tter in th e E lectronic E n viron m en t
provides auditors with nonauthoritative guidance on implement
ing SAS No. 80. The APS describes electronic evidence and its
implications. Two case studies are presented to illustrate the ways
in which an auditor might approach auditing an entity if the elec
tronic environment and the use of information technology signif
icantly affects information and transactions. The audit strategies
and related procedures described present how an auditor might
address electronic evidence in a particular engagement. Other rel
evant Auditing Procedure Studies include A udit Im p lica tion s o f
E lectron ic D ata In terch a n ge and A udit Im p lica tion s o f E lectron ic
D ocu m en t M anagem ent.

The Internet — An Auditor’s Research Tool
Can auditors use the Internet to perform more efficient audits?
If used appropriately, the Internet can be a valuable tool for audi
tors. Through the Internet, auditors can access a wide variety of
global business information. For example, information is available
relating to SEC filings, professional news, state CPA society in
formation, Internal Revenue Service information, software down
loads, university research materials, currency exchange rates, stock
prices, annual reports,4 legislative and regulatory initiatives. Not
only are such materials accessible from the computer, but they are
available at any time, free of charge.
Some resources provide direct information while others may sim
ply point to information inside and outside of the Internet. Audi
tors can use the Internet to —
• Obtain audit and accounting research information.
• Obtain texts such as audit programs.
4. See the discussion in the New Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements section of
Alert Risk Alert — 1997/98 relating to the Auditing Interpretation No. 8, Other In
form ation in Electronic Sites Containing Audited Financial Statements: Auditing Inter
pretations o f Section 550 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9550).
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• Discuss audit issues w ith peers.
• Communicate with audit clients.
• Obtain information on professional associations.
There are some caveats to keep in mind when using the Internet.
Remember that reliability varies considerably. Some information
on the Internet has not been reviewed or checked for accuracy,
therefore be cautious when accessing data from unknown or
questionable sources. W hile there is a vast amount of information
available on the Internet, much of it may be of little of no value
to auditors. Accordingly, auditors should learn to use search en
gines effectively to m inim ize the am ount of tim e browsing
through useless information. The Internet is best used in tandem
with other research tools, because it is unlikely that all desired re
search can be conducted solely from Internet sources.
Some Web sites that may provide valuable information to audi
tors are listed in the following table:
Name o f Site

Content

Internet Address

A m erica n In stitu te
o f C e rtifie d Public
A cco u n ta n ts

Su m m aries o f recent
a u d itin g an d o th er
p rofession al standards
as w ell as o th e r A IC P A
activities

http://w w w .aicpa.org

Financial A c c o u n tin g
Stan dards B oard

Su m m aries o f recent
acco u n tin g p ro n o u n c e 
m ents a n d o th e r FA SB
activities

http://w w w .fasb.org

M R I R etail Search

E xecutive search firm
th a t p ro vid es links to
m a n y retail in d u stry
w eb sites

h ttp ://w w w .m risearch .
com

C h a in S to re A ge

In d u stry p erio d ical w ith
retail new s headlines

http://www.chainstoreage.
com

T o d a y 's R etail N ews

C u rre n t events in the
retail in d u stry

http://biz.yahoo.com /
news/reta il.h tm l

( continued)
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Name o f Site

Content

Internet Address

A u d itN e t

E lectron ic c o m m u n ica 
tion s a m on g au d it
professionals

http://www.cowan.edu.au/
m ra/ h om e.h tm

C P A net

L inks to o th e r W e b sites
o f in terest to C P A s

http://www.cpalinks.com/

G u id e to W W W fo r
Research a n d A u d itin g

Basic in stru ctio n s o n h o w
to use the W e b as an
au d itin g research to o l

h ttp ://w w w .te tra n e t.net/
users/gaostl/g u id e.h tm

A c c o u n ta n t’s H o m e Page

Resources fo r accoun tan ts h ttp :/ /w w w .com p utercpa.
com /
a n d fin an cial and
business professionals

D o u b le E ntries

A w e e k ly n ew sletter on
accou n tin g an d au d itin g
a ro u n d the w o rld

http://ww w.csu.edu.au/
lists.anet/AD BLE-L/
in d ex .h tm l

In tern et B u lletin
fo r C P A s

C P A to o l fo r In tern et
sites, discussion groups,
an d o th e r resources
fo r C P A s

h ttp ://w w w .kentis.com /
ib .h tm l

New Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements
Executive Summary
New Auditing Standards include —
• SAS No. 83, Establishing an Understanding With the Client,
• SAS No. 84, Communications Between Predecessor an d Successor Audi
tors, and
• SAS No. 85, M anagement Representations.

SAS No. 83, and Statement on Standards for Attestation
Engagements (SSAE) No. 7, Establishing an Understanding
With the Client
In October 1997, the ASB issued SAS No. 83, and SSAE No. 7, Es
tablishing an U nderstanding With the Client. The SAS and SSAE —
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• Require the practitioner to establish an understanding
with the client that includes the objectives of the engage
ment, the responsibilities of management and the auditor,
and any limitations of the engagement.
• Require the practitioner to document the understanding
w ith the client in the workpapers, preferably through a
written communication with the client.
• Provide guidance for situations in which the practitioner
believes that an understanding w ith the client has not
been established.
The SAS also identifies specific matters that ordinarily would be
addressed in the understanding with the client, and other contrac
tual matters an auditor might wish to include in the understan
ding. SAS No. 83 and SSAE No. 7 are effective for engagements for
periods ending on or after June 15, 1998. Earlier application is
permitted.

SAS No. 84, Communications Between Predecessor and
Successor Auditors
In October 1997, the ASB issued SAS No. 84, C om m unications
B etw een P redecessor a n d S uccessor A uditors (AICPA, P rofession a l
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 315). This Statement provides guid
ance on communications between predecessor and successor au
ditors when a change of auditors is in process or has taken place.
It also provides communications guidance when possible m is
statements are discovered in financial statements reported on by a
predecessor auditor. The SAS applies whenever an independent
auditor is considering accepting an engagement to audit or reau
dit financial statements in accordance with GAAS, and after such
auditor has been appointed to perform such an engagement. SAS
No. 84 will be effective with respect to acceptance of an engage
ment after March 31, 1998. Earlier application is permitted.

SAS No. 85, Management Representations
In November 1997 the ASB issued SAS No. 85, M an a gem en t Rep
resentations (AICPA, P rofessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 333).
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The SAS establishes a requirement that an independent auditor,
performing an audit in accordance with GAAS, obtain written
representations from management for all financial statements and
periods covered by the auditor’s report. Additionally, the SAS pro
vides guidance concerning the representations to be obtained. An
illustrative management representation letter is included in the
Statement. SAS No. 85 w ill be effective for audits of financial
statements for periods ending on or after June 30, 1998. Earlier
application is permitted.

Accounting Issues and Developments
New FASB Statements
Executive Summary
• FASB Statement No. 126, Exemption from Certain Required Disclo
sures about Financial Instruments fo r Certain Nonpublic Entities.
• FASB Statement No. 127, D eferral o f the Effective Date o f Certain
Provisions o f FASB Statement No. 125.
• FASB Statement No. 128, Earnings p er Share.
• FASB Statement No. 129, Disclosure o f Inform ation about Capital
Structure.
• FASB Statement No. 130, Reporting Comprehensive Income.
• FASB Statement No. 131, Disclosures about Segments o f an Enterprise
and Related Information.
FASB Statement No. 126, Exemption fr o m C ertain R equired D isclo
sures a b ou t F inancial Instrum ents f o r Certain N onpublic Entities an
a m en d m en t o f FASB Statem ent No. 107 (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1,
sec. F25). This Statement amends FASB Statement No. 107, Dis
closures a b o u t Fair Value o f F in a n cial Instrum ents (FASB, C urrent
Text, vol. 1, sec. F25), to make the disclosures about fair value of fi
nancial instruments prescribed in Statement 107 optional for enti
ties that meet all of the following criteria:
1. The entity is a nonpublic entity.
2. The entity’s total assets are less than $100 million on the
date of the financial statements.
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3. The entity has not held or issued any derivative financial
instruments, as defined in FASB Statement No. 119, D is
clo su re a b o u t D eriv a tiv e F in a n cia l In stru m en ts a n d F air
Value o f F in a n cial Instrum ents (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1,
sec. F25), other than loan commitments, during the re
porting period.
T his Statem ent shall be effective for fiscal years ending after
December 15, 1996. Earlier application is permitted in financial
statements that have not been issued previously.
FASB Statement No. 127, D eferral o f th e E ffective D ate o f C ertain
P rovision s o f FASB S ta tem en t No. 125 a n a m en d m en t o f FASB
S tatem ent No. 125 (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. F38). FASB
Statement No. 125, A ccou n tin g f o r Transfers a n d S ervicin g o f Fi
n a n cia l Assets a n d E xtinguishm ents o f L iabilities (FASB, C urrent
Text, vol. 1, sec. F38), was issued in June 1996 and establishes,
am ong other things, new criteria for determ ining whether a
transfer of financial assets in exchange for cash or other consider
ation should be accounted for as a sale or as a pledge of collateral
in a secured borrowing. FASB Statement No. 125 also establishes
new accounting requirements for pledged collateral. As issued,
FASB Statement No. 125 is effective for all transfers and servic
ing of financial assets and extinguishments of liabilities occurring
after December 31, 1996.
The FASB was made aware that the volume and variety of certain
transactions and the related changes to information systems and
accounting processes that are necessary to comply w ith the re
quirements of FASB Statement No. 125 would make it extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for some affected enterprises to apply
the transfer and collateral provisions of FASB Statement No. 125
to those transactions as soon as January 1, 1997. As a result, this
Statement defers for one year the effective date (a) of paragraph
15 of FASB Statement No. 125 and (b) for repurchase agree
ment, dollar-roll, securities lending, and similar transactions, of
paragraphs 9 through 12 and 237(b) of FASB Statement No. 125.
FASB Statement No. 127 provides additional guidance on the
types of transactions for which the effective date of FASB State
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ment No. 125 has been deferred. It also requires that if it is not
possible to determine whether a transfer occurring during calen
dar-year 1997 is part of a repurchase agreement, dollar-roll, secu
rities lending, or similar transaction, then paragraphs 9 through
12 of FASB Statement No. 125 should be applied to that transfer.
All provisions of FASB Statement No. 125 should continue to
be applied prospectively, and earlier or retroactive application is
not permitted.
The AITF has established a task force to consider the need for spe
cific auditing guidance to implement this new standard. The task
force is expected to consider the issue of evidential matter to sup
port managements assertion that a transfer of financial assets qual
ifies as a sale under the provisions of FASB Statement No. 125.
Specifically, the interpretation is expected to focus on the need for
and the adequacy of a legal interpretation as evidence that the iso
lation criteria of FASB Statement No. 125 paragraph 9(a) “. . . the
transferred assets have been isolated from the transferor — put
presumptively beyond the reach of the transferor and its creditors,
even in bankruptcy or other receivership . . . ” have been met.
FASB Statem ent No. 128, E arnings p e r S hare (FASB, C u rren t
Text, vol. 1, sec. E11), establishes standards for computing and
presenting earnings per share (EPS) and applies to entities with
publicly held common stock or potential common stock. FASB
Statement No. 128 simplifies the standards for computing earn
ings per share previously found in APB Opinion No. 15, Earn
ings p e r Share (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. E09), and makes
them comparable to international EPS standards. It replaces the
presentation of primary EPS with a presentation of basic EPS. It
also requires dual presentation of basic and diluted EPS on the
face of the income statement for all entities with complex capital
structures and requires a reconciliation of the numerator and de
nominator of the basic EPS computation to the numerator and
denominator of the diluted EPS computation.
Basic EPS excludes dilution and is computed by dividing income
available to common stockholders by the weighted-average num
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ber of common shares outstanding for the period. Diluted EPS
reflects the potential dilution that could occur if securities or
other contracts to issue common stock were exercised or con
verted into common stock or resulted in the issuance of common
stock that then shared in the earnings of the entity. Diluted EPS
is com puted sim ilarly to fully diluted EPS pursuant to APB
Opinion 15.
This Statement supersedes APB Opinion 15 and AICPA Account
ing Interpretations 1 through 102 of Opinion 15. It also super
sedes or amends other accounting pronouncements. The
provisions in this Statement are substantially the same as those in
International Accounting Standard 33, Earnings p e r Share, recently
issued by the International Accounting Standards Committee.
This Statement is effective for financial statements issued for pe
riods ending after December 15, 1997, including interim peri
ods; earlier application is not permitted. This Statement requires
restatement of all prior-period EPS data presented.
FASB Statement No. 129, D isclosure o f In form ation a b ou t C apital
S tru ctu re (FASB, C urren t Text, vol. 1, sec. C 24), establishes
standards for disclosing inform ation about an entity’s capital
structure. It applies to all entities. This Statement continues the
previous requirements to disclose certain information about an
entity’s capital structure found in APB Opinions No. 10, O m nibus
O p in ion — 1966, and No. 15, E arnings p e r Share, and FASB
Statement No. 47, D isclosure o f L ong-T erm O bligation s (FASB,
C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. C32), for entities that were subject to the
requirements of those standards. This Statement eliminates the ex
emption of nonpublic entities from certain disclosure require
ments of Opinion 15 as provided by FASB Statement No. 21,
Suspension o f th e R eporting o f E arnings p e r Share a n d S egm en t In 
fo r m a tio n by N on pu blic E nterprises (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1,
sec. E09). It supersedes specific disclosure requirements of APB
Opinions 10 and 15 and FASB Statement 47 and consolidates
them in this Statement for ease of retrieval and for greater visibil
ity to nonpublic entities.
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FASB Statement No. 129 is effective for financial statements for
periods ending after December 15, 1997. It contains no change
in disclosure requirements for entities that were previously sub
ject to the requirements of APB Opinions 10 and 15 and State
ment No. 47.
FASB Statement No. 130, R eporting C om prehensive In com e estab
lishes standards for reporting and display of comprehensive in
come and its components (revenues, expenses, gains, and losses)
in a full set of general-purpose financial statements. This State
m ent requires that all items that are required to be recognized
under accounting standards as components of comprehensive in
come be reported in a financial statement that is displayed with
the same prominence as other financial statements. This State
ment does not require a specific format for that financial state
m ent but requires that an enterprise display an am ount
representing total comprehensive income for the period in that fi
nancial statement.
This Statement requires that an enterprise (a) classify items of other
comprehensive income by their nature in a financial statement and
(b) display the accumulated balance of other comprehensive in
come separately from retained earnings and additional paid-in cap
ital in the equity section of a statement of financial position.
This Statement is effective for fiscal years beginning after Decem
ber 15, 1997. Reclassification of financial statements for earlier
periods provided for comparative purposes is required.
FASB Statement No. 131, D isclosures a b ou t Segm ents o f an Enter
p rise a n d R elated Inform ation establishes standards for the way that
public business enterprises report information about operating
segments in annual financial statements and requires that those
enterprises report selected information about operating segments
in interim financial reports issued to shareholders. It also estab
lishes standards for related disclosures about products and services,
geographic areas, and major customers. This Statement supersedes
FASB Statem ent No. 14, F in a n cia l R ep o rtin g f o r S egm en ts o f
a B usiness E nterprise (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. S20), but
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retains the requirement to report information about major cus
tomers. It amends FASB Statement No. 94, C onsolidation o f All
M ajority-O w ned Subsidiaries (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. C25),
to remove the special disclosure requirements for previously uncon
solidated subsidiaries.
This Statement does not apply to nonpublic business enterprises
or to not-for-profit organizations.
This Statement requires that a public business enterprise report
financial and descriptive information about its reportable operat
ing segments. Operating segments are components of an enter
prise about which separate financial information is available that
is evaluated regularly by the chief operating decision maker in de
ciding how to allocate resources and in assessing performance.
Generally, financial information is required to be reported on the
basis that it is used internally for evaluating segment performance
and deciding how to allocate resources to segments.
This Statement requires that a public business enterprise report a
measure of segment profit or loss, certain specific revenue and ex
pense items, and segment assets. It requires reconciliations of total
segment revenues, total segment profit or loss, total segment as
sets, and other amounts disclosed for segments to corresponding
amounts in the enterprises general-purpose financial statements.
It requires that all public business enterprises report information
about the revenues derived from the enterprise’s products or ser
vices (or groups of similar products and services), about the coun
tries in which the enterprise earns revenues and holds assets, and
about major customers regardless of whether that information is
used in m aking operating decisions. However, this Statem ent
does not require an enterprise to report information that is not
prepared for internal use if reporting it would be impracticable.
This Statement also requires that a public business enterprise re
port descriptive information about the w ay that the operating
segments were determined, the products and services provided by
the operating segments, differences between the measurements
used in reporting segment information and those used in the en
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terprise's general-purpose financial statements, and changes in the
measurement of segment amounts from period to period.
This Statement is effective for financial statements for periods be
ginning after December 15, 1997. In the initial year of applica
tion, comparative information for earlier years is to be restated.
This Statement need not be applied to interim financial state
ments in the initial year of its application, but comparative infor
mation for interim periods in the initial year of application is to
be reported in financial statements for interim periods in the sec
ond year of application.

Revenue Recognition When Right of Return Exists
W hat accounting issues arise with regard to the return of
merchandise sold?
In the normal course of business, m any retail entities offer their
customers the option to return purchased merchandise. This pol
icy m ay be a matter of contract or a matter of existing practice.
Typically, the product m ay be returned for a refund of the pur
chase price, for a credit applied to amounts owed or to be owed
for other purchases, or in exchange for other products. FASB
Statement No. 48, R even u e R ecognition W hen R ight o f R eturn Ex
ists (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. R75), specifies how an enter
prise should account for sales of its product in which the buyer
has a right to return the product. FASB Statement No. 48 pro
vides that revenue from such sales transactions shall be recognized
at the time of sale only if all of the following conditions are met:
1. The seller’s price to the buyer is substantially fixed or de
terminable at the date of sale.
2. The buyer has paid the seller, or the buyer is obligated to
pay the seller and the obligation is not contingent on re
sale of the product.
3. The buyers obligation to the seller would not be changed
in the event of theft or physical destruction or damage of
the product.
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4. The buyer acquiring the product for resale has economic
substance apart from that provided by the seller.5
5. The seller does not have significant obligations for future
performance to directly bring about resale of the product
by the buyer.
6. The amount of future returns6 can be reasonably estimated.
If these conditions are not met, revenue recognition is postponed;
if they are met, sales revenue and cost of sales reported in the in
come statement must be reduced to reflect estimated returns, and
expected costs or losses must be accrued.
The ability to make a reasonable estimate of the amount of future
returns as specified in item 6 above depends on many factors and
circumstances that vary from one case to the next. FASB State
ment No. 48 outlines examples of factors that m ay im pair the
ability to make a reasonable estimate, such as the following:
• Technological obsolescence or changes in demand
• Relatively long periods in which a product may be returned
• The absence of historical experience with similar type of
sales of similar products
• The absence of a large volume of relatively homogeneous
transactions
In circumstances where the right of return exists, the auditor
should assess the client’s application of FASB Statement No. 48
by referring to the full text of the statement.
For publicly held companies, the activity in the allowance for sales
returns and allowances should be disclosed consistent with the re
quirements of Article 5.04 (c), Schedule II of Regulation S-X.
5. This condition relates primarily to buyers that exist “on paper,” that is, buyers that
have little or no physical facilities or employees. It prevents enterprises from recog
nizing sales revenue on transactions with parties that the sellers have established pri
marily for the purpose o f recognizing such sales revenue.
6. Exchanges by ultimate customers o f one item for another o f the same kind, quality,
and price (for example, one color or size for another) are not considered returns for
the purposes o f FASB Statement No. 48.
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Advertising Costs
What accounting issues arise with regard to advertising costs?
An increased level of product promotion occurred during 1997.
Industry analysts expect that level to increase during 1998 as re
tailers advertise in an attem pt to develop a com petitive edge.
Some retail chains, unable to sustain heavy discounting, have
been forced to abandon the “every day low pricing” strategy and
have, in turn, increasingly begun to rely on advertising to pro
mote special sales. As such, auditors should consider m anage
m ent’s treatment of advertising costs pursuant to Statement of
Position (SOP) 93-7, R eporting on A dvertising Costs.
SOP 93-7 defines advertising as a customer acquisition activity
involving the prom otion of an industry, an entity, a brand, a
product name, or specific products or services so as to create or
stimulate a positive entity image, or to create or stimulate a desire
to buy the entity’s products or services. SOP 93-7 provides guid
ance on accounting for advertising costs in annual financial state
ments for the following:
1. Reporting the costs of advertising, which should be ex
pensed either as incurred or the first time the advertising
takes place, except for direct-response advertising:
a. The primary purpose is to elicit sales to customers who
could be shown to have responded specifically to the
advertising and
b. that results in probable future economic benefits.
2. For direct-response advertising that m ay result in reported
assets (that is, capitalized pursuant to the criteria set forth
in items a. and b. above) as follows:
a. How such assets should be measured initially
b. How the amounts ascribed to such assets should be
amortized
c. How the realizability of such assets should be assessed
Additionally, SOP 93-7 requires that the notes to the financial
statements should disclose the following:
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1. The accounting policy for reporting advertising, indicat
ing whether such costs are expensed as incurred or the first
time the advertising takes place
2. A description of the direct-response advertising reported
as assets (if any), the accounting policy for it, and the
amortization period
3. The total amount charged to advertising expense for each
income statement presented, with separate disclosure of
amounts, if any, representing a write down to net realiz
able value
4. The total amount of advertising reported as assets in each
balance sheet presented
The following is an example of the disclosures required by the
SOP:
Note X. Advertising
The Company expenses the production costs of advertising the
first time the advertising takes place, except for direct-response
advertising, which is capitalized and amortized over its ex
pected period of future benefits.
Direct-response advertising consists primarily of magazine ad
vertisements that include order coupons for the Company’s
products. The capitalized costs of the advertising are amortized
over the three-month period following the publication of the
magazine in which it appears.
At December 31, 19XX, $1,000,000 of advertising was re
ported as assets. Advertising expense was $10,000,000 in
19XX, including $500,000 for amounts written down to net
realizable value.

Product Warranties, Extended Warranty, and Product
Maintenance Contracts
What accounting issues arise with regard to warranty and
maintenance contracts offered by retailers?
Sales to retail consumers are often made subject to a product war
ranty. Such an arrangement will generally provide for repair ser-
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vices or replacement parts during a specified w arranty period.
The warranty represents an obligation incurred by the retailer in
connection with the sale of products or services that may require
further performance by the seller after the sale has taken place.
Because of the uncertainty surrounding claims that may be made
under warranties, warranty obligations fall within the definition
of a contingency as set forth under FASB Statement No. 5, Ac
c o u n tin g f o r C o n tin gen cies (FASB, C u rren t Text, vol. 1, C 59).
FASB No. 5 provides that losses from warranty obligations shall
be accrued when both of the following conditions are met:
1. Information available prior to issuance of the financial
statements indicates that it is probable that an asset had
been impaired or a liability had been incurred at the date
of the financial statements.
2. The amount of loss can be reasonably estimated.
The loss accrued is commonly based on previous experience with
regard to the same product line, or absent that, related products
or the experience of other enterprises in the same business may be
appropriate. If there is no basis to calculate a reasonable estimate
of the loss accrual, the possibility of m aterial future w arranty
costs may suggest that a sale should not be recorded before the ex
piration of the warranty period or until sufficient experience al
lows for the calculation of a reasonable estimate. If no accrual is
made, the nature of the contingency and the range of potential
loss or the fact that such an estimate cannot be made should be
disclosed in the financial statements. In accordance with FASB
Statement No. 5, if no accrual is made for warranty costs because
one or both of the conditions for accrual are not met, or if an ex
posure to loss exists in excess of the amount accrued, disclosure of
the contingency shall be made when there is at least a reasonable
possibility that a loss or an additional loss m ay have been in
curred. The disclosure shall indicate the nature of the contin
gency and shall give an estimate of the possible loss or range of
loss or state that such an estimate cannot be made.
Auditors may wish to read relevant sales agreements and examine
historical trends to determine the existence of warranty obliga-
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tions along with the nature and extent of any warranty liability.
W here applicable, the auditor should assess the valuation of the
estimated liability recorded by the client.
It is common practice for m any retail establishments, particularly
those selling consumer electronics, household appliances, and au
tomobiles, to offer extended warranty and product maintenance
contracts to provide warranty protection or product services not
included in the product sales price. The losses incurred due to
heavy discounting are often recouped through the sale of either or
both the separately priced warranty and maintenance contracts.
An extended warranty is an agreement to provide warranty pro
tection in addition to the scope of coverage of the manufacturer's
original warranty, if any, or to extend the period of coverage pro
vided by the manufacturer’s original warranty. A product mainte
nance contract is an agreement to perform certain agreed-upon
services to maintain a product for a specified period of time. A
contract is separately priced if the customer has the option of
purchasing the services provided under the contract for an ex
pressly stated amount separate from the price of the product.
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 90-1, A ccounting f o r Separately P riced
E x tended W arranty a n d P ro d u ct M a in ten a n ce C on tracts (FASB,
C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. R75), addresses how revenue and costs
from a separately priced extended warranty or product m ainte
nance contract be recognized. The bulletin provides the following:
1. Revenue from separately priced extended w arranty and
product m aintenance contracts should be deferred and
recognized in income on a straight-line basis over the
contract period except in those circumstances in which
sufficient historical evidence indicates that the costs of
performing services under the contract are incurred on
other than a straight-line basis. In those circumstances,
revenue should be recognized over the contract period in
proportion to the costs expected to be incurred in per
forming services under the contract.
2. Costs that are directly related to the acquisition of a con
tract and that would have not been incurred but for the ac
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quisition of that contract (incremental direct acquisition
costs) should be deferred and charged to expense in pro
portion to the revenue recognized. All other costs, such as
costs of services performed under the contract, general and
administrative expenses, advertising expenses, and costs as
sociated with the negotiation of a contract that is not con
summated, should be charged to expense as incurred.
3. A loss should be recognized on extended warranty or prod
uct maintenance contracts if the sum of expected costs of
providing services under the contracts and unamortized
acquisition costs exceeds related unearned revenue. Ex
tended warranty or product maintenance contracts should
be grouped in a consistent manner to determine if a loss
exists. A loss should be recognized first by charging any
unam ortized acquisition costs to expense. If the loss is
greater than the unamortized acquisition costs, a liability
should be recognized for the excess.

Information Sources
Further information on matters addressed in this Audit Risk Alert
is available through various publications and services listed in the
table at the end of this document. M any nongovernment and
some government publications and services involve a charge or
membership requirement.
Fax services allow users to follow voice cues and request that se
lected documents be sent by fax machine. Some fax services re
quire the user to call from the handset of the fax machine, others
allow users to call from any phone. M ost fax services offer an
index document, which lists titles and other information describ
ing available documents.
Electronic bulletin board services allow users to read, copy, and ex
change information electronically. Most are available using a modem
and standard com m unications software. Some bulletin board
services are also available using one or more Internet protocols.
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Recorded announcements allow users to listen to announcements
about a variety of recent or scheduled actions or meetings.
All telephone numbers listed are voice lines, unless otherwise des
ignated as fax (f) or data (d) lines. Required modem speeds, ex
pressed in bauds per second (bps), are listed data lines.

Practitioners should also be aware of the economic, industry, reg
ulatory, and professional developments described in A udit Risk
A lert — 1997/98 (product no. 022202) and C om p ila tion a n d
R eview A lert— 1997/98 (product no. 060681), which may be
obtained by calling the AICPA Order D epartm ent at 1-800TO-AICPA.
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Order Department
P.O. Box 3116
Norwalk, CT
06856-5116
(203) 847-0700, ext. 10

Publications Unit
Information Line
450 Fifth Street, NW
(202) 942-8088 (ext. 3)
Washington, DC
20549-0001
(202) 942-4040
SECPublic Reference Room
(202) 942-8090

Financial Accounting
Standards Board

United States Securities
and Exchange
Commission

24 Hour Fax Hotline
(201) 938-3787

Order Department
Harborside Financial
Center, 201 Plaza Three
Jersey City, NJ
07311-3881
(800) TO-AICPA
or (800) 862-4272

American Institute
of Certified Public
Accountants

Fax/Phone Services

General Information

Organization

INFORMATION SOURCES

Internet address —
http://www.sec.gov

Internet address —
http://www.fasb.org

Internet address —
http://www.aicpa.org

Electronic Bulletin
Board Services

Information Line
(202) 942-8088
(202) 942-7114 (tty)

Action Alert Telephone Line
(203) 847-0700 (ext. 444)

Recorded Announcements

10 E. 22nd Street
Lombard, Il 60148

325 7th St. NW,
Ste. 1000
Washington, DC
20004-2802

National Association
of Retail Dealers
of America

National Retail
Federation

International Mass Retail 1700 North Moore
Association, Inc.
Street, Suite 2250
Arlington, VA 22209

Herbert C. Hoover
Building
14th Street between
Pennsylvania and
Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20230

United States
Department of
Commerce

General Information
(703) 841-2300
Fax (703) 841-1184

General Information
(202) 783-7971

General Information
(708) 953-8950

Internet address —
http://www.imra.org

Internet address —
http://www.nrf.com

General Information
Internet address —
http://www.doc.gov
(202) 482-2000
Bureau of
Economic Analysis
1441 L Street,
Washington D.C. 20230
(202) 606-9600

www.aicpa.org
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